H.I. Abel’s Newly Released “Sometimes a Diamond” is a Gripping and Powerful Story About a Pursuit for Order and Rights

“Soemtimes a Diamond” from Christian Faith Publishing author H.I. Abel is a fascinating journey that follows Preacher, a minister from West Fork, who headed home to discover a new set of trials building up before his eyes and this left him with a choice to do his all to battle through them.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) May 13, 2019 -- “Sometimes a Diamond”: a riveting tale of searching for the good and fighting for it. “Sometimes a Diamond” is the creation of published author H.I. Abel, a writer who comes from a long line of country-church pastors in the tradition of the circuit riding preachers of the 1800s. He has four grown children and thirteen grandchildren and resides in Little Rock, Arkansas. This is his second novel under the pen name H. I. Abel, with the first title Circuit Rider.

Abel shares, “After ‘tamin’ them rowdy kids in West Fork,’ Preacher heads back across the mountain to his little congregation. However, the Brotherhood has other plans for him, and were it not for an elderly local rancher, he would have had his ministry cut short—permanently. With the rancher’s homestead squarely in the sights of the Brotherhood, Preacher has no choice but to do what he can to derail their plans. ‘Jesus did not let known evil go unopposed—and neither will I.'”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, H.I Abel’s new book is a brilliant account on a life filled with courage and faith in times of vetting events that will measure one’s strength in pursuing the good over the bad.

View a synopsis of “Sometimes a Diamond” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Sometimes a Diamond” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Sometimes a Diamond”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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